Why Publish with ASPET?

Because ASPET gives you these advantages:

♦ **Low Page Charges** — $40/page for ASPET members, $80/page for nonmembers

♦ **Low Color Fees** — $200/color figure for ASPET members, $400/color figure for nonmembers

♦ **Online Manuscript Submission** — submit your manuscript 24/7 — whenever it suits your schedule; online peer review reduces review times; track the progress of your manuscript through the review process

♦ **Publish Online Ahead of Print** — manuscripts are published online shortly after acceptance — at least two months prior to print publication

♦ **Wide Dissemination** — accepted manuscripts are publicly accessible immediately, fully formatted articles are publicly accessible 12 months after publication; low-cost pay-per-view option for nonsubscribers; abstracts and tables of contents always publicly accessible

Visit www.aspetjournals.org to access each ASPET journal.
Does your library subscribe to *Molecular Interventions*?

- Scientifically rigorous
- Cutting-edge content
- *MI* keeps you up to date in all areas related to pharmacology
- Professionally designed graphics are perfect for classroom use
- EVERYONE should be reading *MI*

**ASK YOUR LIBRARY TO SUBSCRIBE TODAY!**

No price increase for 2011: Institutional Online-Only Subscriptions are just $268

molinterv.aspetjournals.org
Benefits for FASEB Society Scientists

The Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology is an organization of multiple member societies representing tens of thousands of life scientists.

Working closely with member societies, FASEB staff provide strategic intelligence on policy developments, conduct policy research, and engage government and media relations.

HOW FASEB HELPS YOU
In addition to the benefits you receive from being a member in your own professional society, you also receive a variety of important benefits through your society’s membership in FASEB including:

- Access to FASEB’s Legislative Action Center
- FASEB’s Washington Update
- Subscription discounts for The FASEB Journal
- Members only online access to the FASEB Directory of Members
- CME at FASEB Summer Research Conferences and society meetings
- Career development resources
- Personal insurance programs
- Credit card and line of credit programs

To learn more about FASEB, visit www.faseb.org and go to “Information for Scientists” to download a brochure.

Call toll-free 800.43FASEB or email memberbenefits@faseb.org.
Feeds Now Available from all ASPET Journals!

Feed options include:

- Current Issue (all journals)
- Recent Issues (all journals)
- Fast Forward Articles (JPET, PharmRev, MOL, & DMD)
- Subject Headings (JPET)

Keep up with the latest content from ASPET’s journals

Use the orange RSS feed link on each journal’s homepage

Instructions and links to RSS feed readers are provided